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Xenon MerchYour Passive Income & Crypto Payment Solution.
Xenon Pay is a decentralized deflationary high-yield token. 
You generate a passive income just by holding tokens receive free tokens! While Xenon Pay is not directly related to bitcoin bsc tokens, it is worth noting that similar concepts of generating passive income and receiving rewards can be found in projects like Bitcoin BSC. The Bitcoin BSC token is intended to give daily income to holders for long-term.Our ultimate goal is to function as a Crypto Payment Solution.

The simple way to grow your money like the world’s most sophisticated investors. While existing solutions offer to solve just one problem at a time, our team is up to build secure, useful, & easy to use payment solutions for multiple problems. It includes easy cryptocurrency payments integration.
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Try the future, today. 
Join Xenon Pay.
A 10% transaction fee is automatically distributed over all holders in X2P every time a transaction is processed. Holders do not only profit from an increasing market but also from a consolidating or a bearish market as their amount of tokens increase with every transaction completed. The fee motivates our investors to hold their initial investment and this way aids in maximizing their profits.
learn more about x2p
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More than a typical crypto wallet.
Xenon Pay aims to further develop crypto as a payment form. We aim to implement this new technology in modern society.
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Send & Receive
Send & Receive X2P and other crypto-currencies through the Xenon Wallet app.

iOS & Android App
Xenon Wallet will be launched in the near future with some amazing features incorporated into the the application. Available for download on Android and iOS. Afterwards Chrome support will be launched.
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Trading Charts
Check out the real-time price charts of Xenon Pay and other crypto-currencies, which have gained popularity not only for their potential investment opportunities but also for their integration into various industries, including online casinos and non gamstop casinos UK. These casinos use cryptocurrency for transactions, offering anonymity, security, and fast processing, appealing to players seeking modern, efficient payment methods.
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100% Secure Wallet
Professional and secure network. 
Fast, Easy, User-Friendly interface.
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passive income stats
You can keep track of the passive income you are earning from the X2P reflections.
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Join the future
Today.
Learn more about 
Xenon Pay.
Xenon Pay will be one of the leading tokens in the decentralized finance area. Want to know how? Make sure to read and learn more about Xenon Pay below.
Learn more 
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Browse our latest news and announcements. 

All news, announcements and updates regarding Xenon Pay will be posted here.
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Announcements
Xenon Pay Eco System
Introduction to the Xenon Pay Eco System. 
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Piri Vries
October 6, 2021
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Announcements
Migration X2P
We have successfully migrated to our new contract.
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Aland Rasoul
September 15, 2021
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buy xenon pay token
You can buy Xenon Pay through the following decentralized exchanges. Xenon Swap is our own exchange where you can also stake X2P.
BUY THROUGH XENON SWAP

BUY THROUGH pANCAKE sWAP
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